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INTRODUCTION 
b 
The Stieltjes integral fa f  dg has been carefully analyzed for the case 
in which g is of bounded variation. We are concerned here with the 
integral, and a generalization of it, for the case with no such restriction 
b on g. We consider the integral f,f~o, where f is a real function on [a, b] 
and ~o is a real multiple valued interval function, that is, for each sub- 
interval s of [a, b], ~(s) is a number set. Let I(qo) be the set of all funct ionsf  
such thatf~o is integrable over [a, b]. It will be shown that I(~0) is a vector 
lattice. We obtain several theorems giving conditions under which certain 
functions belong to 1(9 ) or to I(I ~0 i)- These yield the result that if ~0 is 
nonnegative, then the Stieltjes integral is a Daniell integral on I(~). We 
then obtain a Daniell type extension of the integral for a much wider 
class of interval functions. 
PRELIMINARIES 
We use f, g, h, and m to denote real functions over the interval [a, b]; 
~o and ~b are multiple valued interval functions. I f  W is a subdivision of 
[a, b] and A is a finite collection of intervals and points in [a, b], then A 
is said to generate the refinement of [a, b] whose division points are the 
division points of W together with the points in A and the endpoints of 
the intervals in A. If s is an interval and each of W and V is a collection 
of intervals, then the restriction of V to s, denoted by V 1 s, is the collec- 
tion of all intervals of V which lie in s, and V [ W is the collection of all 
intervals of V which lie in some interval of W. 
The notation of multiple valued functions is sometimes problematic. 
We want notation that is precise, but also descriptive in the sense that 
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it looks very much like the notation for single valued functions. For 
each subinterval s of [a, b], q0(s) is a number set, each member of which is 
called a value of ~o(s). We will use subscripts, q~l(s), q~2(s), to refer to 
particular values of q~(s). The operations q~(s)+ ~b(s), q~(s)- ~b(s), 
q~(s)~b(s), and ! cp(s)l are defined in the natural way. We have associativity 
and commutativity in the expected cases; we do not have general 
distributivity, but we do have the important special case c(~(s) + ~b(s)) ~- 
cq~(s) + csb(s ) for any number c. We define ~v(s) ~ ~b(s) to mean that for 
each value gol(s ) of cp(s) there exists a value ~l(s) of ~b(s) such that 
q~l(s) < ~bl(s ). We define ~v(s)~ 5b(s) analogously. The inequality 
~o(s) ~ E then means that every value of q~(s) is less than E. With these 
definitions, the triangle inequalities hold: [ ~o(s) + ~b(s)[ ~ [ ~o(s)[ + [ ~b(s)[ 
and ] l~(s)i -- 1 5b(s)l ] ~ 1 ~(s) -- 5b(s)l. We say that ~o(s) is surrounded by 
~b(x) provided that for any value q~l(s) of q~(s) there exist a value ~bl(s ) and a 
value ~b2(s ) of ~b(s) such that ~bt(s ) ~ ~l(s) ~ ~b2(s ). I f  qo(s) is surrounded 
by 5b(s), then clearly I ~(s)! ~ ] ~b(s)l. We say that q~ is dominated by ~b 
provided i q~(s)! ~ ~b(s) for each s, and similarly, f is dominated by m 
provided if(x)] ~ re(x) for each x. We define fq~ to be the interval 
function such that the values of f~(s) are the numbers f(x)q~(s) with 
x in s. Here we lose associativity, since (fg)cp ~ f(gq~). For the interval 
function dg, we define dg([c, d]) z g(d) - g(c) for any interval [c, d]. 
If Wis  a collection of intervals, then we define q0(W) to be ~w ~(s). 
If W is a subdivision of [a, b] then the values of q~(W) are called the 
approximating sums for 9~ over W. We define Aq~ to be the interval 
function such that for any interval s, the values of Ag(s ) are the approxi- 
mating sums for ~0 over subdivisions of s. If  s is an interval then the 
oscillation of f over s is denoted by O(fs) and is defined to be 
sup{f (x) - - f (Y) l  x andy  are in s}, and 0(9 , s) is sup{~01(s ) -- ~o~(s) ] ~l(s) 
and ~oz(s) are values of ~(s)}. It is true, but not merely true by definition, 
that 0(% W) • sup{~.l(W) -- ~o~(W)] ~v~(W) and q~(W) are values of 
• ~ . 
9(W)}. The integral f~ q~ ~s defined to be limv¢ q~(W), and the Cauchy 
condition for the existence of the integral is that limw 0(A% W) -~ 0; 
both limits are taken over the directed set of all subdivisions W of [a, b], 
directed by refinement• We say that q~ is eventually bounded over the 
subdivisions of [a, b] provided that there exist a number c and a sub- 
division Wof  [a, b] such that if V is a refinement of W, then I q~(V)I ~ c. 
Background material for Stieltjes integrals can be found in Hildebrandt 
[1]. For multiple valued interval functions, see Kolmogoroff [2] or 
Hildebrandt [1]. Differential equivalence is defined and studied in 
Kolmogoroff [2]. For Daniell integrals, refer to Royden [3]. 
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THEOREMS 
We begin with a technical theorem, very easy but well suited to the 
methods we use. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that for any E > 0, there exist mutually exclusive 
collections W 1 and W~ such that (i) W 1 tj W 2 is a subdivision of [a, b], (ii) 
50 is integrable over each interval of W1, and (iii) if V is a refinement of 
W 1 u W2, then I 50(VI W~)I < ~. Then 50 is integrable over [a, b]. 
Proof. Suppose the hypothesis i true. Since 50 is integrable over each 
interval of W1, there exists a refinement W of W 1 k3 W2 such that 
0(/150, W i W1) < e. If V is a refinement of W then / 50(V I W2)I < ~, 
so O(A% W I W.~) -G< 2e. Therefore, O(A% W) < 3e, and by the 
Cauchy convergence condition, 50 is integrable over [a, b]. 
We define f+(x) = max(f (x), 0), ( f  v g)(x) = max(f(x),g(x)), and 
( f  ^ g)(x) = min(f(x), g(x)), for each x in [a, b]. The following theorem 
has long been known for the case 50 = dg, with g of bounded variation, 
but the general case requires a very different proof. 
THEOREM 2. I f  f is in I(50), then f+ is in I(50). 
Proof. Suppose f is in 1(50). Suppose • > 0. Let W be a subdivision 
of [a, b] such that 0(/1f% W) < E. 
Suppose T is a refinement of W. Let T+ be the set of all intervals of T 
over which f is strictly positive, let T-- be the set of all intervals of T 
over which f is strictly negative, and let T~ = T -  (T 4-( J  T--). 
For each interval s of T:~:, f50(s) surrounds 0, so f50(T~=) surrounds 0. 
But O(f% T~)  <~ O(Af% W) < e, so If50(T~z)! % ~. Also, for eachs in 
T~,  f+50(s) is surrounded by f50(s). Hence, f+50(T~) is surrounded by 
f50(T~), and If+50(T~_c:)l ~ ] f50(T~)l < •. Therefore, for any refinement 
T of W, If50(T~)l < ~ and If+50(T~)l < E. 
Suppose V is a refinement of W. Let U be the refinement of W 
generated by V+.  Then U+I  Wzk = V+!  Wzk and U- - ]  W_-k is 
empty. Hence, 
If+~o(V+ l W~=)l = Ifq~('U-t- ! W~z)I 
<~ IMu+ I w:5)I + ~ - If~o(~:~ I wA) l  
~< • + lifo(or I w±) i  
<~ • + tfv(w:~)l + o(Af~, wi=) < 3•. 
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Therefore, 
If+9(V i W¢~)i <~ If+9(V+ I W~)l + If+9(V - I W~)! 
+ [f+9(V:~ ] W+)] < 3e -5 0 + e. 
It is clear that f+9 is integrable over each interval of W-  W+;  
and for any refinement V of W, ]f+9(V] W=k)l < 4e. Therefore, by, 
Theorem 1, f+9 is integrable over [a, b], and /+ is in 1(9 ). 
COROLLARY 2.1. I f  f and g are in I(9) then so are } f I, f v g, and f ^ g; 
thus, I(9 ) is a vector lattice. 
Proof. I(9) is a vector space. I f  [ = 2f + -- f ,  
fvg=½(f+g+] f - -g ] ) ,  and f^g:½( f+g- - l f - -g l ) .  
THEOREM 3. I f  9 is nonnegative, f is in 1(9), c > 0, and the set 
{x I x is in [a, b] and I f(x)l >~ c} is dense in [a, b], then 9 is integrable over 
[a, b]. 
Pro@ Assume the hypothesis. Letg = (1/c)d f r Theng 9 is integrable 
over [a, b] by Corollary 2.1, and {x ]g(x) ~> 1} is dense in [a, b]. 9 is 
dominated by g9, and g9 is eventually bounded on the subdivisions of 
[a, b], so 9 is eventually bounded. Therefore, sup f~ 9 = lim supw 9(W) 
* b • - 
and mf f~9 = hm anf w 9(W) exist. 
Let W be a subdivision of [a, b] such that O(Ag9, W) < E and such 
• b that for any refinement V of W, --~ @ mf J'~ 9 < 9(v) < e -k sup ~ 9. 
Let U be a refinement of W such that there exists a sum Zs~v 91(s) > 
--E + sup .f~ 9- Let V be a refinement of U such that there exists a sum 
• b 
Zl~v 92(0 <7 e + mff~ 9, with 91(s) >~ Zt~vts 92(0 for each s in U. For 
each t in V letg(yt) ~> 1 and for each s in U letg(xs) ~> g(Yt) for each t in 
V I s, withy t in t and x 8 in s. Then 
sup 9 -- inf ~o < 2e + ~ 9~(s) -- ~ 92(t) 
' s~U t ,~V 
s~U ~Vls  s~U t~VIs 
--: 2E -{- 2 g(xs) 91(s) -- 2 g(Y ' )q~2( t )  
s~U t~V 
3E. 
b • b 
Therefore, sup fa 9 % 9 mf J': and is integrable over [a, b]. 
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THEOREM 4. I f  ¢ is nonnegative and dominates % f is dominated in 
I(~b), and fq~ is integrable over any interval over which f is bounded and ¢ is 
integrable, then fq~ is integrable over [a, b]. 
Proof. Let m be a function in I(¢) such that I f  I ~< m. Let W be a 
subdivision of [a, b] such that O(Am~b, W) < e. Let W a be the collection 
of all intervals in W over wh ich f  is bounded and ¢ is integrable, and let 
W2 ~ W-  W1. By hypothesis, fq~ is integrable over each interval of 
W1 • Suppose V is a refinement of W. If s is an interval of W~ over wh ichf  
is not bounded, then m is unbounded over s, and, hence, ¢(s) = 0; thus, 
q0(s) = 0, since ~b dominates q~. If s is an interval of W~ over which f is 
bounded, then ¢ is not integrable over s, and by Theorem 3, m is not 
bounded away from 0 over s. Thus, m~b(W2) has values as close to 0 as we 
like, and since O(Am¢, W) < E, we have I m¢(Vl W~)I < e. But !fop l is 
dominated by me and, hence, [fqo(V I W2) I <~. Therefore, by 
Theorem 1, fq~ is integrable over [a, b]. 
We need some definitions before we proceed to corollaries of 
Theorem 4. The interval function 9 will be called normal if and only if 
is integrable over each interval over which ! 9 1 is integrable. It should 
be noted that 9 is normal if it is nonnegative or if it is integrable over 
[a, b]. In particular, dg and I dgl are normal. We will say that the 
condition D(f, ~) holds on [a, b] provided that for any 3 > 0 and E > 0 
there exists a subdivision W of [a, b] such that if V is a refinement of W 
then ~ I ~(s)I < 3, where the summation is taken over all s in V such 
that O(f, s) ~ E. It is easily shown that iff~0 is integrable over [a, b] then 
D(f, 9) holds on [a, b]. The following theorem has long been known 
for the case 9 = dg, with g of bounded variation. The proof for the 
generalized case is analogous. 
TnEOm~M A. I f  q~ and I ~ ] are integrable over [a, b] and f is bounded, 
then.tip is integrable over [a, b] if and only if D(f, ~) holds on [a, b]. 
COROLLARY 4.1. I f  9 is normal and f is dominated in I(I ~ I), then f~ 
is integrable over [a, b] if and only if D(f, 9) holds on [a, b]. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. Let ¢ -- I~[- ~o is dominated by 4s. 
Suppose s is an interval over which ~ is integrable and f is bounded. 
Since ] ~ ] ~ ~ is integrable over s and cp is normal, ~o is integrable over s. 
D(f, 9) holds on s and f is bounded over s, so by Theorem A, fw is 
integrable over s. Therefore, by Theorem 4, fq~ is integrable over [a, b]. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. I f9  is normal and f is dominated in I([ 9 1), then f~o is 
integrable if and only if.[] 9 } is integrable. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.1, since D(f, 9) is equivalent to D(f, ] 9 t). 
COROLLARY 4.3. I f  9 is normal and f191 is integrable, then ( f  ^ 1)9 
is integrable. 
Proof. Sincefl 9] is  integrable, if9 ]is integrable, andfis dominated 
by [f l  in I([ 9 I)- D(f, i 9 [) is true on [a, b]. Since O(f  ^  1, s) <~ O(f, s), 
D(f, 9) implies D(f  ^ 1, 9). f ^ 1 is dominated by If] in I(] 9 ]), so by 
Corollary 4.1, (f  ^ 1)9 is integrable. 
COROLLARY 4.4. I f  9 is normal, f is in I(9), g and h are in I([ 9 I) and 
g <~0 ~h, thengvf^ hisinI(19!). 
Pro@ By Corollary 4.2, g and h are in I(9), so g v f ^ h is in 1(9 )
and is dominated by (--g) v h in I(I 9 I). Hence, g v f ^ h is in I(I 9 I). 
THEOREM 5. I f  9 is normal, then f[ 9 I is integrable if and only if fc? 
and ]fg l are both integrable; and if f I 9 ], fg, or !fg ] is integrable, then 
I f  19 is integrable. Furthermore, no other such implications are provable 
concerning these four functions. 
Proof. Suppose 9 is normal. 
(i) f[ 9 [ -+ [fgl. By Corollary 2.1. 
(ii) f l  9] -+fg. By (i), f is dominated by !f'~ in I(I 9 I). Hence, 
by Corollary 4.2, f9 is integrable. 
(iii) fg, If9] --+f] 9 J. Since f is dominated by ]fl  in I(] 9 I), it 
follows by Corollary 4.2 that./i 9 I is integrable. 
(iv) f9 --~ If]9. By Corollary 2.1. 
(v) If9 i ~ I f ig.  By (ii). 
A few simple examples will show that no other implications hold. 
Letfl ,f2, gl ,  andg2 be the functions on [0, 1] such that 
fl(x) = 1, gl(x) = x, 
I--I if x isrational, l0 if x=O,  f2(x) if x is irrational, g2(x) -- sin 1/x if x va 0. 
We need only observe thatfl dg z and If1 I dg2 are integrable, but l f l  dg2 ] 
and fll dg2 I are not; I fz I dgl and i fz dgl [ are integrable, but f2 dgx 
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and f~l dgll are not; and, finally, If2 dg~ is integrable, but f~ dge, 
fel dg~ I, and l f2 dg2 I are not. 
In the proof of the next theorem we need another background theorem, 
well known for the case 5o = dg, with g nondecreasing. The proof of the 
generalized version can be reduced to that case• 
THEOREM B. I f  q~ is nonnegative and integrable over [a, b], f,~ is in 
I(SO) for each positive integer n, and ( f~) is a uniformly bounded sequence 
converging to the constant function O, then 
b 
lim J~ f~go • 0. 
THEOREM 6. I f  5O is normal and ( f~) is a sequence of functions in I(5O) 
uniformly dominated in I(I 5O ]) and converging to the constant function 0, 
• b 
then hm f~f,~5o = O. 
Proof. Let m be a function in I(I ~o I) such that If,~l ~ m for each 
positive integer n. By Corollaries 4.2 and 2•1, I f~so I is integrable over 
[a, b] for each n. Suppose e > 0. Let W be a subdivision of [a, b] such 
that O(Am] 5O ], W) < e. Let W 1 be the set of all intervals in W over 
which I cpl is integrable and m is bounded, and let W e = W- -  W 1 . 
I f  s is in W~ and m is unbounded over s, then ~o(s) -= 0. If s is in W 2 and 
I 5O ] is not integrable over s then m is not bounded away from 0 over s. 
Hence, ml~i(Wz) has values as close to 0 as we like. Since 
O(Aml q0 l, W~) < E, we have fw~ ml 5o I < e. Therefore, f~v~ I f~so I
f~  ml ~ I < E, and lim sup fw~ I f~so { ~ e. By Theorem B, 
lim fw i f=w I - o. 
• b 
Therefore, hm sup f~ i f~so I ~ E. Since this is true for any e > 0, it 
follows that lim fb~ 1)r25o I = . b 0, and since l Lf.  I If so I, we have 
lim f~f~so = 0. 
COROLLARY 6.1. I f  ~o is nonnegative, then the functional T~(f) ~- 
b . . . .  ~fcp ~s a Damell integral on I(SO), and there exists a measure t~ on [a, b] such 
• b 
that for each f zn I(so), T (f) = 
Proof. By Theorem 6, T~ is a Daniell integral. By Corollary 4.3, i f f  
is in I(9~), thenf  ^  I is in I(q0). Stone has proved that under this condition 
the Daniell integral can be represented by a measure integral. 
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The folloWing example provides a case in which the measure /~ of 
Corollary 6.1 is not unique. Let g(0) ~- 0 and g(x) ~ 1/x if 0 < x ~ 1. 
Let q~ • ] dg [. Then for any f in I(cp), f (0 )~-  0. Let/~ be a measure 
satisfying the condition of Corollary 6.1. Let c 4:/~({0}), let k~0(A) -~ e 
if A contains 0 and/~o(A) -- 0 otherwise. Define 
= n (0, 1]) +  o(n n {0}). 
Then/~' also satisfies the condition of Corollary 6.1. 
We require more definitions and background theorems for our next 
result. Kolmogoroff defines ¢p to be differentially equivalent o q~ over 
[a, b], abbreviated ~0 ~ ~b, provided f~[~v -- ~bl ----- 0. Differential 
equivalence is an equivalence relation. It is easily shown that if q~ ~ ~b, 
then i q~ ] ~___~Jab~l . b  , and if(p ~ ~b and (p is integrable, then ~b is integrable 
and J'~ q~ If q~ is integrable over [a, b], then J" q~ is the interval 
function such that for any subinterval s of [a, b], (J" q~)(s) = Js 9. If  w 
is a collection of nonoverlapping intervals then J'~v(p = ~8~v fs % The 
interval function ( dm I is subadditive in the sense that if V is a refinement 
of W then i dm I(w) <~ I dm I(V). Hence, ] dm I is integrable over [a, b] 
if and only if I dm [ is eventually bounded above on the subdivisions of 
[a, b]. We will say that q~ is integrable at x provided there exists an interval 
[c, d] with x in its interior such that cp is integrable over [a, b] t~ [c, d]. 
The following theorems will enable us to reduce the next proof to a 
simpler special case. 
THEOREM C. I f  q~ is integrable over [a, b], then q~ ~ f % 
THEOREM D. I f  ~b ~fq~, g is bounded, and one of g~b and (gf)q~ is 
integrable, then g~b ~ (gf)% 
THEOREM 7. Suppose q~ is normal. I f  f is in I(q~), for each positive integer 
n,f~ is nonnegative and belongs to I(1 q~ ]), ( f~)  ]'f, and (~f~] ~ I) is 
bounded, then f is in I(I 9 I). 
Proof. Let g,(x) = 1 if f (x) = 0 and g~(x) = f~(x)/f(x) if f (x) • 0. 
Let m(x) = f~fq~ for each x in [a, b]. Then fn = gnf  and (g~) 1" 1. By 
Theorem C, dm = ffq~ ~ f% so ] dm I ~ f ]  q~ ]. Sinceg, is bounded and 
(gnf) l~v l=f , J  q~l is integrable, it follows by Theorem D that 
(g~f) i ~v j ~ g~] dm I. Thus, for each subinterval s of [a, b], fsgnl dm ] -~ 
0 • • Lf~J q~ 1. Let j = lira f~g,[ dm [. Suppose f dm I ~s not mtegrable over 
[a, b]. 
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If s is a subinterval of [a, b] over which I dmt is integrable then by 
b 
Theorem 6, fs I dm I -- lira fsg,d dm I <~ lim fagnl dm [ = 3. 
Suppose [c, d] is an interval such that I dm t is integrable over any 
subinterval of [c, d] not containing d. Suppose t dm I is not integrable 
over [c, d]. Let n be a positive integer such that g~(d) > ½ and let W 
be a subdivision of [c, d] such that O(Ag,d dm l, W) < ~. Suppose V is 
a refinement of W. Let [e, d] be the rightmost interval of V. Since 
g~l dm I is integrable over [e, d] but I dm) is not, g~ is not bounded away 
from 0 over [e, d]; hence, O(g,~, [e, d]) >/- g,~(d) > ½. Therefore, 
I dm ]([e, d]) ~< 20(g,~, [e, d]) idm i([e, d]) ~< 20(g~j din i, [e, d]) < 2~. 
Hence, I dm I(V) = [ dm I(V --  [e, d]) + [ dm [([e, d]) ~ fc I dm+ 2e 
j + 2~. Since I dm ] is subadditive, I dm] is integrable over [c, d]. 
Similarly, we can prove that if I dm I is integrable over any subinterval 
of [c, d] not containing c, then i dm [ is integrable over [c, d]. Therefore, 
the set D -- {x ~ [a, b] I i dm) is not integrable at x} has no isolated 
points. Clearly D is closed. Therefore, D is a perfect set and, conse- 
quently, is not the union of countably many sets each nowhere dense in D. 
But D = U~ {x e D I g~(x) >~ ½}. Therefore there exists a positive integer 
k and a subinterval [c, d] with points of D in its interior such that 
{x c D I gk(x) >~ ½} is dense in [c, d] n D. 
Let W be a subdivision of [c, d] such that O(Agk] dm,  W)< ~. 
Suppose V is a refinement of H/-. Let V 1 be the set of all intervals of V 
over which I dml is integrable, and let V~ = V -- V 1. Then 
b 
I dm IW,) ~ f,,~ Idm]=limfvg,~Jdml~lim:] gnldmj=-j. 
Since each interval s of V 2 has a point of D in its interior, there is a point x 
of s such that gk(x) >~ 1; hence, 
] dm I(s) ~ 2g~(x) ]dm i(s) ~ 20(g~ , s) ] dm I(s) ~ 20(g~l dm i, s). 
Therefore, i dm L(V~) <~ 20(gkl dm I, V2) < 2E. 
Hence, for any refinement V of W, I dm I(V) < j + 2E. Therefore, 
I dm I is integrable over [c, d]. This is a contradiction. Therefore, i dml 
is integrable over [a, b], and since i dm F ~f l  cp l, f l  q~l is integrable 
over [a, b]. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Suppose that ~ is normal, f is nonnegative and belongs 
to l(c2), for each n f~ is in 1(I c~ I) and 0 ~ fn ~ f~+l , and for each x in 
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b 
[a, b] either (fn(x)) is unbounded or limfn(X ) ~> lf(x)l. I f  (~fn} cp )) is 
bounded, then f is in I(I q~ [). 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. I f l  is in I(~), so by Corollary 4.4, 
l f l  ^f~ is in/([ qo [). ( f~( [ f [  Af~)[ q0 [) is bounded, since 
(If] A].)I~I < f.!~ 
Furthermore, ( J f i  Aft)1" I.[I, SO by Theorem 7, I f i  is in I(l~0 I)- 
Since f~c and if9 I are integrable, it follows by Theorem 5 thatf l  cp I is 
integrable. 
We now have the theorems on which we can base a Daniell type 
extension of the Stieltjes integral. We will first describe the construction 
of the Daniell extension, so that certain terminology will be available. 
Suppose that I is a vector lattice of functions. A nonnegative linear 
functional T on I is said to be a Daniell integral on I provided that for 
any sequence ~f~) of functions in I converging down to 0, lim Tf,  = O. 
Let I '  be the set such that f belongs to I '  if and only if there exists a 
sequence "~if,) of functions in I such that (f~) Tf and (Tf~) is bounded. 
It can be shown that if ( fn) T fand (fn') T f, then lira Tf~ -- lim Tfn', 
so that we can define T~ lim Tf~. We then define T*g to 
be inf{ T~ f is in I' and g ~< f} for every g which is dominated in I'. 
T* is an outer integral. Let g belong to I* if and only if T*g = -- T*(--g). 
Then T* is a linear functional on I* which is an extension of T. 
Let I" be the set such that f belongs to I" if and only if there exists a 
sequence (f,,) of functions in I '  such that (f~) ~fand (T'f,~) is bounded. 
Let 10 ' be the set such that f belongs to I o' if and only if there 
exists a sequence {fn) of nonnegative functions in I '  such that (f~) +f  
and lira T)Cn = O. Important results concerning the Daniell integral are 
contained in the following theorem. 
THEORE~ E. (i) Every function in I* is dominated in I'. 
(ii) I f  (f~) is a sequence of functions in I*, ~f~) ~ f, and (T*f,~) is 
bounded, then f is in I* and lira T*fn = T*f. 
(iii) I f  ( fn)  is a sequence of functions in I* uniformly dominated in I* 
and (f,~) ---~ f, then f is inI* andlim T*fn -- T*f. 
(iv) f is in I* if  and only i f  there exist g and h such that f = g + h, 
g is in I", and h is dominated in Io' • 
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In the next theorem, terminology such as 1'(1 9 1) and T~I is to be 
understood relative to I(I 9 I) and TI~ I as I '  and T* were defined relative 
to I and T in the discussion above. We define 9 + to be the interval 
function such that the values of 9+(s) are the nonnegative values of ~(s), 
together with 0 in case 9(s) has a negative value. ~- is defined to be 
(--9) +. We do not in general have such relations as 9 ~ 9 + -- 9-, but 
we do have T~f-~ T~+f--  T~-f for any f in the domain of these 
functionals. 
THEOREM 8. I f  9 is normal, then there exists a linear extension T** of 
T~ defined on I(9 ) 4- I*(} 9 I)- 
Proof. We will first show that the spaces associated with i9 i  are 
subsets of the corresponding spaces associated with 9 + .
Suppose f is in 1(1 9 I). By Theorem 5, f is in 1(9 ). Since ½( f i9  ', 4- fg) 
surrounds f9  + and is integrable, it follows that f9  + is integrable, and f is 
in I(9+). 
Supposef  is in I'(I 9 I). Let (g~) be a sequence of functions in I(i 9 I) 
such that (gn) S f  and (Tl~lg~) is bounded. Then gn is in I(9+ ) for each 
n and 
j T+g~ I ~< L T+gl I @ I T+(g~ --gl)l ~< i T+gl t + I Tl~t(gn --gl)!, 
so (T~+g~) is bounded. Therefore, f is in 1'(9+). 
Supposef  is in F'(I q~ [). Let (gn) be a sequence of functions in l'(I 9/ )  
such that (gn) ~,f and (Ti~ig~) is bounded. For each n, g ,  is in I'(cp+), 
and, as above, L T~+g~ i ~ b T~+gx } ÷ l Ti~l(gl--g~)l, so (T~+g~) is 
bounded. Therefore, f is in 1"(9+). If, in addition, 0 ~g~ and 
lira Ti~lg ~ ~- O, then 0 ~ T~+g, ~ Ti~jg ~ , and, hence, lira T~+g~ = O. 
Therefore, i f f  is in Io'(l q0 I), then f is in Io'(9+). 
Suppose f is in I*(j 9 J). Then by Theorem E(iv), there exist g and h 
such that f  ~- g -~ h, g is in F(] 9 I), and h is dominated by a function m 
in I0'(I 9 I)- Butg is then in I"(9 +) and m is in I0'(9+), sof is  in I*(9+). 
We have shown that I*(] 9 I) is a subset of 1"(9+). By a similar argu- 
ment, it follows that I*(I 9 I) is a subset of I*(9-  ). 
Suppose f l  andfz are in I(9), g~ and g~ are in I*(I 9/),  andf t  4- g~ = 
fz + g~. Then ge -- g l ,  and hence f~ - - f~ ,  is dominated in I'([ 9 ]), so 
by Corollary 7.1, f l  - - f~ is in I(I 9 I). Hence, f~ --f~. is in 1(9 +) and in 
I(9- ). Then 
-- -- T2-(gz -- gl)" = T2÷(g  ~ - -  g~)  - -  Tf l  Tf2 T~+(fl -- fz) T-(f1 -- f2) = * * 
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Hence, T~f~ + T*+g 1 -- T*-gx = T~.,f 2 + T*+g2- T*-g~. Therefore, 
we may define T~*(f + g) = T~f + T*+g -- T*-g for any / in  1(50) and 
anyg inI*(I 50 }). 
We conclude with some observations on methods we have used. They 
may be applied to yield other results, but in some related problems they 
appear to be inadequate. In all the following discussion we will assume 
that 50 is normal. 
We have proved several generalizations of known theorems about 
I(dg) with g of bounded variation. We often required in the hypothesis 
that certain functions be dominated inI(] 50 ]). I fg is of bounded variation 
then the constant functions belong to I(I dg I), so that bounded functions 
are dominated in I(I dg ]); ifg is not constant on any subinterval of [a, b] 
then boundedness i  in fact equivalent to being dominated in I(I dg I). 
The technique used in the proof of Theorem 7 is usually fruitful when 
we are dealing with function dominated in 1(I 50 ]). Suppose that f is 
dominated by a function m in I(] 50 }). Let f ' (x) = 1 if re(x) = 0 and 
f ' (x) ~ f(x)/m(x) if re(x) ~ O. Let k(x) = ~ m50. We can show that k is 
of bounded variation and f50 ~f '  dk, so that we can reduce many 
problems concerning the integrability of f50 to problems concerning 
the ordinary Stieltjes integral with respect o a function of bounded 
variation. 
Stieltjes proved that i f f  is continuous and g is of bounded variation, 
then f dg is integrable. It is also known that we cannot obtain the con- 
clusion with a weaker hypothesis on g. We can, however, generalize the 
theorem by strengthening the hypothesis of f. We can show that if f 
is continuous and dominated in 1(I 50 ]), then f50 is integrable. 
It is well known that if g is of bounded variation, then I(dg) is closed 
under uniform limits. We may generalize this by using relative uniform 
convergence. A sequence (f~) is said to converge uniformly to g relative 
to h provided there exists a sequence of positive numbers (c~) converging 
to 0 such that J f~ - -g]  <~ cnh for each n. It is a theorem that 1(50) is 
closed under uniform limits relative to functions in I(I 50 I). 
According to Dini's theorem, ifg~ and h. are continuous, (g . )  J, f, and 
(h~) T f, thenf  is continuous. We have the following Dini theorem about 
1(50). Ifg~ and h~ are in I(9), (g~) ~f, (h~) ~f, andg 1 -- hi is in/([ 9 i), 
then f is in I(50). If 50 is nonnegative, then, of course, we may drop the 
premise that& -- h 1 is in I(I 50 ]). This makes the space I(50) a particularly 
satisfying starting point for the generation of a Baire system of functions. 
The Dini theorem for nonnegative 50also gives us a nice addition to 
6o71IZ14-4 
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Theorem E with I -- I(~o). A function f belongs to I*(~o) if and only if f 
is the sum of a function h dominated in Ig(~o), and a function g which is 
the pointwise limit of a sequence of functions in I(~) uniformly dominated 
1'(~). 
Let C(g) be the following condition: if h is in I(dg) and O(f, s) ~ O(h, s) 
for each interval s, then f is in I(dg). It is known that if g is of bounded 
variation, then C(g) is true, but it is not known whether it is true for all 
functions g. For a function g for which C(g) is true, we have an easy 
proof that i f / is in I(dg) then so aref, f~, and 1 If, provided 1 I f  is bounded. 
Zaanen [4], in an article I have not seen, has characterized the Daniell 
integrals which can be represented by a measure integral as those which 
satisfy a condition involving squares of functions in the vector lattice 
on which the integral is defined. This suggests that we should give more 
attention than we usually do to products in a vector lattice. It is not hard 
to show that if qo is nonnegative, f is in/(9),  andf  2 is dominated in 1(9), 
thenf  ~ is in I(qo). For 9 - [ dh l or cp = dg with g of bounded variation, 
we have the somewhat stronger result that if f is in I@), then so is fa.  
In these cases, we may drop the boundedness condition, since the 
integrability o f f  dh or f  l dh I implies the existence of a subdivision W of 
[a, b] such that for each s in IV, eitherf is  bounded or h is constant over s. 
If g is not of bounded variation, it is not known whether f in I(dg) 
implies f~ in I(dg). Since 4flf~ = (fl + f~)~ -- (.[1 - - f2)  z closure 
under squares implies closure under products. Under certain conditions, 
fg dh "-~ f fg  dh, so that closure under squares is related to the validity 
of so-called substitution theorems for Stieltjes integrals. Another 
question of this type arises if we try to prove for complex functions that 
i f f  dh is integrable then I f I dh is integrable. This reduces to the problem 
for real functions whether the integrability o f f  dh and g dh implies the 
integrability of (f~ 4- g2)112 dh. The answer is not known. 
In the proof of Theorem 8, it was shown that if J i s / ,  I ' ,  I", I0', or I*, 
then J([ ~o I) c j(qo+) n j(~o-). For any % normal or not, I(qo) n I(i ~o I) = 
I(qo +) n I(cp-), Thus, I(I ~o {) = I(5o+ ) n I(qo-) is equivalent to I({ qo [) CI(~o). 
This last condition is true for normal ~o; it may be equivalent to normality. 
It has not been shown, but seems likely, that J(} ~ I) = J(~+) n J (~-)  
for J - I ' ,  1", 1~, and 1". These seem to depend on the question, 
interesting in its own right, whether it is true that if f is in 1(9+), g is in 
I(9- ), andf  and g are nonnegative, thenf  ^  g is dominated in I(/~o I). 
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